
For our IT department we are looking for a

IT Administrator / IT Specialist for System Integration (m/f/d)

What we are offering

 A challenging task in a dynamic, growing team

 Being a part of a world-leading cutting-edge technology going to market

 High chances for personal development

 Flat hierarchies

 Part-time models or flexible working hours ensure a good work-life balance  

 Above average payment

Expect these tasks: 

 Collaboration in exciting IT projects

 Development and expansion of existing infrastructures

 Close cooperation with the development team

 Installation, configuration and commissioning of (virtual) servers and software

 Administration of user accounts and access rights

 1st and 2nd level support tasks including monitoring and troubleshooting

What you should provide

 Successfully  completed  trainee  program  as  an  IT  specialist  (m/f/d)  in  the  field  of  system
integration or application development, comparable training or previous professional experience

 Advantageous: Experience with Windows, Linux and Docker, as well as cloud affinity

 High communication and cooperation skills

 Personal responsibility, initiative and willingness to learn

As  an  innovative,  medium-sized  start-up,  we  develop  plant  propagation  systems.  With  holistic,
autonomous, AI and deep-learning controlled, automated production systems, we set the industry
standard in the global agricultural and horticultural industry. Join us in shaping a livable future with our
award-winning world´s first  "RoBo®Cut".  This  innovative environmental  technology empowers  our
customers to achieve highly efficient and sustainable local production.

You are interested? Contact us, personally or by e-mail. You have seen our video? Then you know, that our
first priority is to get to know you personally. We look forward to meeting you!

RoBoTec PTC GmbH
Human Resources Telefon: 0421-27868-813
Butendieker Landstraße 49 A E-Mail: nastassja@robotec-ptc.com
D-28357 Bremen www.robotec-ptc.com

http://www.robotec-ptc.com/
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